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Clark Davis 
 
Lead: This morning more than 1,000 Republicans will be at the Charleston Civic Center for the state’s 
first presidential convention. They will decide which presidential candidate will receive 18 of WV’s 30 
delegates to the national GOP convention. The rest will be chosen by voters in the May primary. The idea 
was for WV to grab some of the national attention on Super Tuesday. But some Republican lawmakers 
say today’s convention is a big mistake.  Clark Davis has more. 
 
Davis: If you’re confused about today’s Republican convention, you’re not alone. So it’s republican 
Senator Clark Barnes of Randolph County.  
 
Barnes: “A lot of you have asked me, what’s this all about. I’m sorry, but I don’t know how it works. Most 
of the people don’t know how it works, either.  
 
Davis: Barnes took to the Senate floor Monday to criticize the new convention.   
 
Barnes: “And just a few people, just a very few people, (take out 1400) will be representing the 
thousands of Republican voters. Now if that’s not disenfranchisement, I don’t know what is….what did this 
is distracted the rep chairman in each county from being concerned about the real interest of the 
Republican party, which is to recruit and raise money for candidates. 
 
Davis: Barnes isn’t the only GOP Senator that’s upset. Sen. Donna Boley of Pleasants Co. says there’s 
mass confusion among voters, and that some of them think they can vote today like in a regular primary.  
 
Boley: “I hear that some of the county courthouses are getting calls saying, “Where do I vote tomorrow?” 
And they’re being told that the only place they can vote is if you are a delegate and come to Charleston. 
 
Davis: On Monday Bob Fish was busy taking care of last minute details as CEO of the State’s 
Republican Convention. He wasn’t buying any of the criticism.  
 
Fish: The Convention is an absolutely wonderful opportunity for Republicans all across WV to participate 
in the process of selecting our candidate for the President of the United States. This is an opportunity that 
they’ve had that’s absolutely unprecedented in recent memory and the fact that we have 1,207 
republicans representing all 55 counties in WV shows that this has broad spread and huge support and I 
respectfully disagree with the senators.” 
 
Davis: Only about 2100 people voted for the 1,207 convention delegates, that’s less than one percent of 
the states 348,000 republicans. But the Convention has raised about $50K for the Republican Party. Fish 
says it’s also saved tax payers money.  
 
Fish: “I point out to anybody that’s saying this is just something to raise money is very much misguided. 
When we have a primary election we pay for that out of our tax dollars. The Republican Party is 
sponsoring this convention and so we’re going to have to pay for it. We had to charge fee’s to the people 
participating in order to do that. It appears to me through good management and excellent participation 
we’re going to be financially successful.” 
 
Davis: The convention has also been successful at attracting Presidential Candidates. Mitt Romney, Mike 
Huckabee and Ron Paul are scheduled to make appearances today. The State Republican presidential 
convention starts at 9 a.m. and is expected to end around 12:30. 
 For West Virginia Public Broadcasting, I’m Clark Davis in Huntington.  


